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What is PNG94?
14 Stations around PNG surveyed by
GPS between 1992 and 1994

Accurate to 5 cm

Aligned with
ITRF92 epoch
1994.0

Same realisation
as GDA94 in
Australia

Gazetted national geodetic datum for PNG



What is ITRF?
International Terrestrial Reference Frame

It is dynamic like WGS84 and coordinates change
constantly up to 10 cm/yr due to tectonic motion.

ITRF is similar to WGS84 at 10 cm

ITRF defined by coordinates of stations at 
a reference epoch, 

AND
Site velocities (how rapid tectonic movement is)

Current version is ITRF2005, accurate to 3 mm

ITRF is the international geodetic datum used
by geodesists and basis for national geodetic datums

This means that instantaneous coordinates
can be converted to any other epoch



ITRF Station network



What is WGS84?
World Geodetic System 1984

It is dynamic like ITRF and coordinates change
constantly up to 10 cm/yr due to tectonic motion.

WGS84 is similar to ITRF at 10 cm

Datum network of WGS84 is sparse (tracking stations) 

There is no WGS84 datum reference in PNG!!!!!

WGS84 is only suitable as a datum for
navigation (pilots/ships) in PNG (+/- 3 metres)

WGS84 is the datum used by the US DoD for GPS
orbit ephemeris

So why do we see WGS84 being used everywhere??



Isn’t PNG94 the same as WGS84?

NO!!!!! Why not?

PNG94 coordinates are frozen in time
(1st January 1994) - Static Datum of 14 PNG stns

WGS84 coordinates change by up to
10 cm a year due to tectonic movement
(dynamic datum), nearest station is in Marshall Is.

PNG94 and WGS84 now up to 1.5 m different
and difference is increasing every year
by several cm

If you get WGS84 data, ask what the datum
point is and when & how the coords were obtained?

Ellipsioid is almost the same 0.2mm, BUT



Problems with tectonics



Problems with a static PNG94

Baselines across PNG changing by up to 140 mm/yr

Can’t use precision GPS across plate boundaries
because coordinates will be different when repeat
survey is done

Constantly changing coordinates for assets, 
land surveys and GIS are unmanageable
and lead to gross errors

Coordinates should relate to a common
fixed reference epoch (e.g. 1994.0), even in a 
dynamic environment like PNG

It’s not a problem in Australia (i.e. for GDA94)
because internal tectonic movement is < 1 mm/yr



How New Zealand deals with tectonics



Effect of tectonic deformation on
survey baselines & PNG94

Need to use a model to get
back to 1994 coordinates



There isn’t a velocity model in PNG94?

Site velocity is required to convert ITRF & WGS84 
coordinates to PNG94 e.g. AUSPOS, OmniSTAR-HP

Model of coseismic and postseismic displacements
also required if site is affected by large earthquakes

Need a velocity model to enable baseline measurement
across plate boundaries (even with PNG94)

Without a model you can’t use LAE1 and MORE as
a base station for other areas of PNG

Should use the nearest validated PNG94 
station on the same plate



How do you use a velocity model?

A velocity model is used to compute dynamic
coordinates for any point in time (epoch)

The site velocity is the rate of change of coordinates
due to overall tectonic movement

( ) (1994.0 )PNGMG UTM ITRF E ME E V Y  

( ) (1994.0 )PNGMG UTM ITRF N MN N V Y  

EPNGMG and NPNGMG  are the PNG Map Grid Coords.

EUTM(ITRF) and NUTM(ITRF)  are the ITRF/WGS84 UTM Coords
at the time of measurement

VE and VN  are site velocity components (Easting and Northing)

1994.0 and YM  is the reference epoch and measurement epoch



Example - Using OmniSTAR-HP or AUSPOS

Measurement made near Hides on 2nd July 2008

ITRF2000  UTM Zone 54  E 725073.31  N 9310194.84 

1. Compute epoch of measurement 

YM = 2008 + 184/366 = 2008.503

2. Determine site velocity from model 
VE = 0.032 m/yr       VN = 0.054 m/yr

3. Compute coordinate change from 2008.503 to 1994.0 
diff E = 0.032(1994.0-2008.503) = -0.464 m
diff N = 0.054(1994.0-2008.503) = -0.783 m

4. Compute PNG94 (PNGMG) Coordinates 

EPNGMG = 725073.31 + -0.464= 725062.85
NPNGMG = 9310194.84 + -0.783= 9310194.06



Improvements to PNG94

ANU, NMB, UniTech & UCSC have gathered a huge dataset
of GPS observations at over 100 stations around PNG

All this data needs to be collated to densify PNG94

Minimal cost involved to do this <K50,000

Who will fund it?

to



An preliminary update for PNG94 showing selected stations



Urgent action required!

Development of a Windows based PNG Velocity
calculator (software & via online javascript)

Resurvey of selected important stations in the
PNG geodetic network (NMB GS requires funds)

Levelling between tide gauges and GPS stations
at selected locations to validate 
MSL datum/geoid model

Small investment by PNG for enormous gains
in integrity of PNG’s geospatial infrastructure. 
It will save billions of Kina in years to come

Escalation of development in 2008-2009
requires connection to PNG94 (not WGS84)

Collate existing data (partially done but K$ required)



Online GPS processing PNGPOS - down the track

PNG94 must be easier to access

Information MUST be available on the internet 

• PNG94 coordinates (and equivalent AGD66)

• PSM sketches (scanned to pdf format)

Need web-host access via NMB portal

• site velocity calculator (i.e. Javascript)

• clickable map for above info



Getting
GIS
working
with
PNG94

The GIS monster
needs to be fed
good parameters!

Otherwise we will
have a real spatial
horror show



Nationwide development of AGD66 to PNG94
transformation parameters for GIS use

datum setup for PNG GIS

PNG94 to be setup in GIS datum selection

Can use WGS84 ellipsoid & UTM projection
parameters (almost the same as GRS80 used by
PNG94 & ITRF), PNMGMG is a UTM projection

Molodensky 3 parameters and 7 parameter model
Provincial and location specific parameters

Distortion grid file (block shift corrections)

The default NGA parameters (AGD66 - WGS84) are
inaccurate to 7-8 metres in PNG! Warning!!

Requires resurvey of selected AGD66 primary
stations in towns/development areas (NMB GS)



Take away points

Baselines change across plates up to 140 mm/yr

Can’t do constrained adjustment across plates

ITRF & WGS84 coordinates change up 100 mm/yr
(e.g. AUSPOS and OmniSTAR-HP)

Large earthquakes cause changes of metres

Have to use fixed reference epoch e.g. 1994.0
(PNG94) so coords don’t change constantly

Have to use nearest base station on same plate
(e.g. can’t use MORE for ENB surveys)

AUSPOS and OmniSTAR-HP need to be converted
to PNG94 using site velocities. What are they??



We need to get
with the times!



Thank
you

Tomorrow: Datums in the PNG Oilfields

Saturday: Workshop - Using GPS to connect to PNG94


